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WIN FALLS — Yogi Amy Toft’s motto is yoga is for everybody. Every. Body.
“Many times people are really surprised what year a yoga teacher I am because

everyone in their head thinks you have to be tiny to do or to teach yoga. I love it. I love
how I feel,” Toft said. “I like teaching people like me that aren’t like 20-years-old,
super thin, put their legs over their head. I really believe yoga is for all people.”
Yoga can make one physically stronger and more flexible, it helps the brain, and helps
you be calm, Toft said, “And I think it should be available to everyone and people don’t
realize it is.”
Toft started practicing yoga 15 to 20
years ago with Morgan Jeno in Twin
Falls. But Toft didn’t really become
dedicated to it until six or seven years
ago.
“When I first took the training, I
thought, I just wanted to get better at
yoga, but then I realized I really like
teaching,” she said.
Two years ago Toft completed her 200hour training at Hive Hot Yoga. During
the pandemic, she completed her 500hour training in Boston with Jacqui
Bonwell.
Toft is a Register Yoga Teacher 500
(RYT-500) and has taught more than
500 hours of classes. She teaches
several other classes including outdoor
yoga, chair yoga and workshops.
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“I did a Dhali Parton workshop where we cleansed our shakras and we learned Dhali
wisdom, so it was called ‘Find Your Inner Dhali’,” Toft said.
Idaho Yoga Week started in Boise and is an opportunity for people who have never
tried yoga to try it for free.
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Last year’s event was canceled due to the pandemic, so Toft decided to take on
organizing it this year, contacting all the studios and gyms asking if they wanted to
participate.
“Some places said they wanted to be a part, but we are just going to do free classes or
bring a friend for free for that week,” Toft said. “Some said they would send a teacher
over and we’ll do these little two days for half-hour classes.”

Strength, stability, balance, flexibility and the calming effects from breathing during
yoga all contribute to why yoga is good for the body, Toft said.
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“Its good for your brain because you are remembering things you are doing, it gets
your left brain/right brain moving, and it’s good for your spirit or your soul,” she said.
“It’s also a benefit to any other exercise you are doing, whether you are a runner it
helps loosen your quadriceps up (for example).”
The Twin Falls yoga community has been supportive and non-judgmental, Toft said as
well. She thinks the attitudes yogis have here are pure and encouraging toward one
another.
Each studio has a different style or speed of yoga as well. For example, at Hive, if you
are physically inclined, and want to go hard and fast, you can, yet other places offer
slower-paced sessions if that is your speed, she said.
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“It’s not like I’m one true yoga (either). Other people...I always learn something new
from other people’s classes,” Toft said. “I think people might learn one little different
thing from me too.”
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